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Real-Time Expert-System Identification of Blood
Pressure Measurement Accuracy During Renal

Dialysis Treatment
Jill Stewart, Paul G. Stewart, Senior Member, IEEE , Rebecca Noble, Daniela Viramontes-Hörner, Maarten

W. Taal, Nicholas M. Selby

Abstract— Objective: Current practice relies on intermit-
tent occluding arm cuff measurements to monitor blood
pressure during hemodialysis and to detect hypotension.
However, systematic reviews report measurement accuracy
challenges associated with brachial cuff measurements
observed in the general population, and the factors con-
tributing to inaccuracy are likely to be accentuated during
dialysis treatment. There is currently no formal process to
identify unreliable cuff BP measurements, and staff gen-
erally rely on ad hoc extra measurements and averaging
readings. The objective of the activity described in this
paper was to design a computational method to identify
unreliable cuff measurements as they are taken and thus
provide decision support to practitioners on dialysis units.
Reliable intermittent systolic measurements are fundamen-
tally important to both the calibration of continuous blood
pressure measurements, and methodologies to predict the
onset of hypotension.

Methods: Patient studies with concurrent measurements
of real-time continuous dialysis line pressure and intermit-
tent systolic brachial cuff pressure during typically 4-hour,
dialysis treatment sessions, revealed that some cuff mea-
surements lay outside the prediction bounds associated
with the expected quasi-linear (time-varying) relationship
between arterial line and brachial pressure measurements.
An AI expert system was designed, which embodies the
mathematical relationships predicted by a system model,
and a further complex rule-set which is able to discriminate
between reliable and unreliable cuff measurements in real
time based on sparse intermittent incoming data. The de-
veloped system was deployed on an observational patient
study during hemodialysis treatments, outputting recom-
mendations and justifications for accepting/rejecting cuff
measurements. The accepted measurements were fed into
a continuous, non-invasive systolic pressure estimator as
calibration, enabling the reliability of the decisions made in
the arterial line / systolic pressure domain to be verified in
the systolic pressure / time domain. Results: Data collected
from a prospective, observational patient study exhibited
robust identification of unreliable arm cuff measurements,
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with the system operating as decision support. Continuous,
non invasive, SBP predictions exhibited enhanced accu-
racy, in a typical example case, reducing mean error from
16.7mmHg to 6.8mmHg

Conclusion: A hybrid hardware/software system has
been designed which utilises non-invasive continuous
measurement of arterial dialysis line pressure to improve
intermittent arm cuff measurements in order by identifying
unreliable arm cuff measurements. The expert system com-
putational core showed robust operation in accepting or
excluding incoming arm cuff measurements. The devised
system can support two requirements in future applica-
tions. Firstly, offering a repeatable and robust methodology
to identify unreliable arm cuff measurements. Secondly to
support the development of reliable SBP prediction algo-
rithms to enable early intervention to predict hypotensive
episodes and enable early intervention to prevent intradia-
lytic hypotension.

Abbreviations: cardiovascular disease (CVD); end-stage
kidney disease (EKD); intradialytic hypotension (IDH);
blood pressure (BP), systolic blood pressure (SBP), di-
astolic blood pressure (DBP), Hemodialysis (HD), expert
system (ES)

Index Terms— blood pressure measurement, dialysis,
expert system, hypotension, measurement accuracy, real-
time

I. INTRODUCTION

INTRADIALYTIC hypotension is a factor leading to the
development of cardiovascular disease (CVD) in patients

receiving regular hemodialysis sessions [1], [2], commonly
affecting between 15% to 50% of treatment sessions [3] and
can lead to vascular access thrombosis, inadequate dialysis
clearance, cardiac dysfunction and ultimately, mortality [5].
Prediction of blood pressure during treatment, and hence
hypotension/hypertension, could significantly improve patient
outcomes [4], [5] providing decision support to inform the
choice of intervention including modulation of dialysis rate
and/or duration, dialysate concentration and/or temperature on
a per patient basis. IDH is generally a relatively sudden event,
and can be defined as a decrease in systolic blood pressure
greater than 20 mmHg or a decrease in mean arterial pressure
by 10 mmHg, with an associated negative impact on patient
well-being. Consequently, IDH can result in truncated dialysis
treatments and increase the risk of coronary and cerebral
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ischemic incidents. Prediction of these events fundamentally
relies on the accuracy of BP monitoring.

The regular measurement of brachial blood pressure by
means of an upper arm occluding cuff has been highlighted as
a key outcome mediator amongst patients receiving renal dial-
ysis [6]–[8], and there is clear evidence that suboptimal BP and
volume control result in negative patient outcomes [9]. Patient
blood pressure (BP) is typically taken every thirty minutes
during dialysis treatment on renal wards, generally by oscil-
lometric BP monitors integrated with the dialysis machine, to
inform the treatment management regime. Consequently inac-
curate or misleading BP measurements [10] can devalue the
quality of treatment outcomes. Studies of BP measurements
taken under strict adherence to common guidelines compared
to ’usual technique’ show resultant variations in measurements
and consequent treatment decisions based upon the two main
measurement (oscillometric or auscultatory) methods [11],
[12]. Furthermore, even subsequent to standardised training
procedures, there are significant limits to the accuracy of BP
measurements [13].

A. Sources of Innacuracy in BP measurements
A systematic review [10] of 328 studies quantifying BP

measurement inaccuracy identified 29 potential sources of BP
measurement inaccuracy which were related to the patient,
device, procedure or observer. In the systematic review, effects
of individual sources ranged from −23.6 to +33mmHg SBP
and −14 to +23mmHg DBP. Regular BP measurement is
included in standard patient monitoring protocols across dial-
ysis units, and incorporate metrics which trigger appropriate
interventions to the treatment. The review identifies factors
which range from small to large in both +ve and −ve
directions, with certain sources having bidirectional effects.
Hence, it is impossible to identify how many sources of
inaccuracy influence an individual reading, and calls into
question monitoring protocols with single assessments of SBP
taken outside of ideal conditions which are vulnerable to over-
or under- estimation of SBP. Some representative sources of
inaccuracy are presented here (mmHg):

• White-coat effect -12.7 to +26.7
• Talking during measurement +4 to +19
• Incorrect cuff size:
• Smaller Cuff +2.08 to +11.2
• Larger Cuff -3.7 to -1.45
• Arm lower than heart level +3.7 to +23
• Supine body position -10.7 to +9.5

In [21], further to BP measurement accuracy challenges ob-
served in the general population [22], the authors observe that
further complicating factors are encountered during dialysis
treatment [23], [24]. There are elements directly linked to HD,
for example;

• large BP variations caused by ultrafiltration and changes
in blood volume

• inaccuracy in the oscillometric measurement method are
exacerbated due to increased arterial wall rigidity associ-
ated with aging and diabetes, [25], [26]

• obesity causes oscillometric pulses to become increas-
ingly weak

• cardiac arrhythmias, in particular atrial fibrillation,
which are not uncommon during dialysis, affect both
auscultatory and oscillometric device accuracy [27].

It has been also been observed that there are problems linked
to procedural variations, especially as the generally accepted
guidelines on the correct methodology of BP measurement
[28] become difficult to follow in a busy dialysis unit. Occa-
sionally incorrect cuff size are used [29]; cuffs can be sited
on a wrong position on the patient’s limb or fitted over thick
clothing. Typically, single and not averaged BP measures are
usually taken.

Currently, healthcare staff make judgments based on expe-
rience as to which BP measurements to accept and which to
discount. A formal methodology to apply a more systematic
approach would have clear advantages and reduce a potential
source of variation in practice.

B. Relationship between measured SBP and arterial line
pressure during dialysis treatment

We have previously described a mathematical model that
approximates the relationship between arterial dialysis line
pressure and brachial artery SBP measurements taken during
dialysis treatment, by patient study [14]. The results from
this observational study suggested that it is feasible to derive
a continuous estimate of brachial pressure from continuous
measurements of arterial line pressures via an empirically
based (derived from measured data sets) mathematical model
calculated in real time while noting that further work would
be required to incorporate the effects of physiological changes
during treatment, and importantly, external uncertainties and
disturbances.

The challenges of unmodelled non-linearities, dynamics
time-varying parameters in the development of an accurate
BP estimation system have been addressed [15]. In particular,
the problem of negating the effects of physiological parameter
time variance by novel application of an iterative learning run-
to-run modelling methodology to a parameterised BP model.
The iterative methodology was applied to real-time data
measured during dialysis, supporting subsequent development
of an adaptive real-time BP estimator. Tracking of patient
BP was analysed for all the subjects in the patient study,
supported only by regular calibration updates from SBP cuff
measurements. The methodology and associated technology
was shown to be capable of tracking patient BP non-invasively
via arterial line pressure measurement during complete 4-hour
treatment sessions, and future refinements that were required
were defined. In terms of measurement uncertainty, it was
noted that when arm cuff measurements were taken in order
to calibrate and update the estimation software, some of the
measurements appeared to be outliers, not fitting with the trend
of prediction, or trend of arterial line pressure. This impacts on
the accuracy of the SBP estimator, and also would significantly
impact on the accuracy of any future work developing SBP
predictive software. This paper describes the development
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of a real-time expert system which analyses arm cuff SBP
measurements as they arrive during dialysis treatment, and acts
as a decision support agent with respect to the reliability of
the measurement. This methodology is shown to be tractable
in real time, and to significantly improve continuous SBP
estimation accuracy. Analysis of the method is presented
subsequent to its deployment on 4-hour dialysis treatment
sessions with the software running in real-time, moderating
updates of the estimation software from the incoming arm-
cuff measurements.

C. Novelty and contribution to knowledge
Blood pressure measurements can be characterised as being

a reasonably accurate representation of the circumstances
under which the reading is obtained. Systematic reviews have
shown that a wide spectrum of circumstances can introduce
large disturbances onto the baseline mean ’accurate’ current
state of patient blood pressure in addition to specific compli-
cating factors introduced by HD treatment and the backdrop
of a busy renal unit. Outlying measurements are often dealt
with in an ad hoc fashion, by eliminating readings which are
perceived to be out of expected range or trend, or adding
extra measurements and applying averaging methods. This
paper describes the novel development and application of an
AI expert system based upon a physiological model and rule
set, to data gathered from a separate non-invasive arterial
line pressure measuring device and arm cuff measurements.
The expert system identifies ’unreliable’ arm cuff readings
which lay outside the expected range of readings based upon
the physical relationship between the relative dynamics of
measured arterial line pressure and cuff measured SBP. Fi-
nally, the expert system acts as decision support, outputting a
recommendation and mathematical justification for discarding
or recording the most recent SBP measurement. The system
requires no a priori knowledge of the patient’s history or
physiology, and has been developed to operate on the sparsely
populated arm cuff measurement set as each measurement
arrives. The paper contributes to knowledge associated with
the fundamental relationship between arterial line pressure
and underlying SBP, it highlights the number of disturbances
which can occur in a typical dialysis session, and lays the
foundation for accurate SBP measurement and prediction
which could reliably trigger interventions to avoid the onset
of hypotension during treatment.

D. Organization of this paper
• Introduction
• A. Sources of inaccuracy in BP measurements.
• B. Relationship between measured SBP and arterial line

pressure during dialysis treatment
• C. Organisation of this paper
• D. Novelty and contribution to knowledge
• Method
• A. Intradialytic brachial cuff SBP and arterial line pres-

sure measurements
• B. Identification of cuff SBP measurement unreliability
• C. Expert system

• 1. Rulebase discussion
• 2. Application of the real-time expert system
• 3. Review of patient study session data
• 4. Discussion
• D. Observational patient study
• Results
• Conclusion
• Patient study demographics and information
• Ethics approval

II. METHOD

A. Intradialytic brachial cuff SBP and arterial line
pressure measurements

Low-cost industrial process control pressure sensors with
on-board signal amplification and linearization (Honeywell
40PC015V 2A), were integrated (fig1) with connectors to fit
ports on standard dialysis lines. The connectors consist of a
4mm internal diameter line, a pressure transducer protector
which keeps the blood side of the circuit separated from
the sensor, preventing patient cross contamination with blood
borne pathogens via a 0.2 micron filter. There is also a bespoke
membrane barrier fitted as an extra safety precaution. Real-
time data acquisition (DAQ) and storage is performed via a
National Instruments NI USB-62102 16 input 16-bit, 250 kS/s
multifunction I/O device. All acquisition is analogue, sampled
at 1kHz on each measurement line. Analogue input lines
operate in the range 0 to 5 V. The experimental relationship

Fig. 1. Arterial line pressure sensor connector

between brachial cuff MAP and corresponding measured ar-
terial line pressure for 11 individual 4− hour sessions in the
patient study is shown in fig 2. A linear least squares fit of
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y = 0.8x − 1.5 ∗ 102, Root Mean Squares Error 10.3, R2

0.615, p value 6.35× 10−20. As predicted, the figure displays
a correlated scatter for the population around a linear least
squares fit with a gradient which represents a fundamental
relationship between arterial line pressure and SBP, with scat-
ter around the fit line associated with physiological differences
between patients, changes in physiology during treatment, and
importantly, sources of inaccuracy in the SBP measurements.
Brachial cuff SBP measurement is a steady-state measurement

Fig. 2. Brachial cuff MAP vs Arterial line pressures in 11 patient
sessions (o) with least squares linear fit (+).

’snap-shot’ containing no dynamic components. In order to
match this criteria, arterial line pressure at the instant of SBP
measurement is captured as the output of a 5000 sample or
5s moving-average filter, which matches the conversion time
of the dialysis machine-mounted automatic cuff measurement
device. The fistula side of the arterial line needle is defined as
having pressure P1 and area A2, while the pressure sensor is
defined as having pressure P2 and area A2. Figure 3 depicts
the arterial line - SBP measurements phase-plane captured
during a typical dialysis treatment session, SBP arm cuff
measurement triggers the instantaneous capture of the arterial
line pressure. Linear least squares fit f(x) = 1.0434x+175.9,
R2 = 0.1137, RMSE = 9.871, p value 1.4 × 10−24,
indicating that the model is significant, but doesn’t account
for the majority of the variation.

The phase plane relationship between arterial line pressure
and cuff SBP represents a time-varying system, due to the im-
pact of hemodialysis on the subject’s physiology necessitating
a time varying model (resulting in the low R2 value for the 1st
order fit in fig 3 which is derived from a static representation
of the system at the end of a treatment session), with further
complexity added by the presence of occasional unreliable
cuff SBP measurements due to external disturbance effects.
It is thus necessary to develop a model of the instantaneous
relationship between cuff SBP and arterial line pressure and
integrate it into a real-time time variant model. This will form
the basis of a mechanism to discriminate between cuff SBP

measurements.

Fig. 3. Arterial line - SBP measurements phase-plane captured during
a typical dialysis treatment session, numbered in order taken during
session. 1st order polynomial fit applied at end of session

B. Identification of cuff SBP measurement unreliability
To develop a model of the instantaneous relationship be-

tween cuff SBP and arterial line pressure, we assume steady,
incompressible flow with negligible losses, blood flow rate
can be described using the Bernoulli and Continuity equations
[20], where f is blood flow and R is blood density, as;

f = A2

 2 (P1 − P2)

R

(
1−

(
A2

A1

)2
)


1
2

. (1)

For practical purposes of tractability, we can assume horizon-
tal and fully developed flow at P1 and P2 and that blood
density and viscosity are both constant during the sampling
period. Further, flow rate f is defined by the blood flow rate
drawn by the dialyser peristaltic pump which remains constant
throughout the observational patient studies, as do areas A1

and A2. Consequently, eq. 1 can be simplified to;

f = A2

[
2 (P1 − P2)

C

] 1
2

, (2)

where C is a lumped parameter of the constants which can be
empirically determined. Rearranging for C gives;

C =
2 (P1 − P2)(

f
A2

)2 . (3)

Further, as flow f and pressure sensor area A2 are also
constants1, combining them with C to give C ′ and defining

1In all the patient treatment sessions presented in this paper, blood pump
flow is maintained at a constants set speed throughout the session. Fourier
analysis of the data from a pressure sensor attached to the venous line allows
continuous calculation and monitoring of flow rate enabling compensation if
any flow rate changes were to occur..
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Pb as measured brachial SBP gives;

Pb = P2 + C
′
, (4)

which implies that gradient through the measurement point is
positive and an offset of C

′
which is only valid at every cuff

measurement. Hence, we can obtain a valid approximation of
the changing relationship between the two variables by a linear
polynomial fit of the form y = β0 + β1x+ ϵ on the growing
number of measured points as they are measured.

C. Expert system

An expert system is a computer algorithm which emulates
the decision-making ability of a human expert, and is designed
to solve problems by reasoning through bodies of knowledge,
in this case if–then rules rather than through conventional
procedural algorithms. Rule based expert systems (ES) typ-
ically contain a knowledge (rule) base, inference engine,
data acquisition, decision support and user interface. Expert
systems are designed to emulate an expert in a specialised
knowledge domain such as clinical medicine. In the case under
consideration in this paper, observation of staff on renal units
reveals a ’learned skill set’ when taking cuff BP measurements,
with regards to excluding measurements, taking additional
measurements and averaging measurements in order to get a
fairly accurate estimation of BP trajectory. The expert system
implementation described here draws on a coherent set of
rules which combine to provide decision support regarding
the reliability of cuff SBP measurements as they are taken.
The expert system bases its decision making upon the effect
of a new incoming measured SBP - arterial pressure data point
on the current model, and whether its inclusion would be
supported or excluded by the rule base. Each treatment session
starts with 3 cuff measurements taken 5 minutes apart to
provide the initial fit for the linear model. As each subsequent
measurement is taken (generally 20 − 30mins), it is added
to the existing data set and a new linear fit calculated. The
following calculations and rules are then applied in the ES
software:

• acquire new SBP-arterial line pressure measurement
• add new point to existing measurements
• calculate new gradient
• Rule 1: if fitted SBP-arterial line gradient −ve then reject

new data point
• Rule 2: if fitted SBP-arterial line gradient ≤ 0.2 then

reject new data point
• calculate residual of new point from new fit equation
• Rule 3: if residual ≥ 8mmHg then reject new data point
• calculate R2

• Rule 4: if R2 ≤ 0.1 then reject new data point
1) Rule base discussion: The rule base is constructed from

the strictures of derived mathematics describing the physical
system, in addition to empirical observations from previous
studies:

• Derivation of Rule 1: from eq 4, the gradient at any
measurement point is positive. Consequently, a linear first
order least-squares approximation to existing measured

data with gradient (m) calculation of the form

m =
N

∑
(xy)− (

∑
x
∑

y)

N
∑

(x2)− (
∑

x)2
(5)

(where N is the number of measurements) should exhibit
a +ve gradient. Any new data which results in m taking
a negative value should thus be excluded.

• Derivation of Rule 2: eq 4 implies empirical evidence
from cohort studies and lab based cardiovascular simu-
lator, suggest that gradients ≤ 0.2 are not observed with
reliable measurements.

• residuals ≥ 8mmHg have been found to be associated
with unreliable measurements, i.e. in the time domain -
large jumps in SBP which are not correlated with arterial
pressure changes.

• R2 ≤ 0.1 indicates that the independent variable is not
contributing enough to the variation of the dependent
variable - regardless of the variable significance.

2) Application of the real-time expert system: The expert
system was run in real time on 12, typically 4-hour, dialysis
treatments. The data acquisition and expert system rig is shown
in fig 4. The laptop is running the data acquisition software

Fig. 4. Data acquisition and expert system in situ prior to patient study
session.

which is implemented under Matlab as a Simulink model
which performs data acquisition from the arterial and venous
line sensors via a National Instruments USB Data Aquisition
Device under a NiDAQ device driver. The Simulink model
also receives user inputs, such as SBP cuff measurement
data when it becomes available, and provides visual real time
displays of arterial, venous line pressures, cuff measurements,
continuous estimated SBP. A separate Matlab programme is
an implementation of the expert system, which receives new
SBP/Arterial line pressure data points as they arrive, and
outputs decision support as to whether the new cuff reading is
reliable. Based on this evidence the user includes/excludes the
new data point from updating the continuous SBP estimator
software.

Computing/Algorithms/Software Mathworks Mat-
lab/Simulink software on laptop performs (fig 5) the
following algorithms over 4-hour treatment sessions:
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• Continuous real-time data acquisition from arterial and
venous sensors

• Arm cuff BP calibration data acquisition
• Real-time display of sampled systolic, diastolic arm cuff

data
• Real-time display of arterial and venous line pressure
• Real-time display of blood pump flow rate
• Identification of unreliable arm cuff measurements
• Real-time continuous display of estimated blood pressure
• Storage of post-treatment data
• Predictive BP data

Fig. 5. Data acquisition, processing and display flowchart

Fig 3 showed an unprocessed data set from one of the study
sessions, and the order in which the measurements arrived,
this session will be used in this section to provide graphical
examples from the data processing as it proceeds in real-
time. Fig 6 shows the accepted/rejected measurements at the
end of the session, with the final polynomial fit and 90%
prediction bounds. Of interest is that one of the accepted data
points exhibits a residual > 10mmHg whereas the expert
system should reject residuals > 8mmHg. Examination of
fig 7 reveals the motion of the current least squares fit line
in the phase plane as new accepted data points are added. It
can be seen that due to the motion of the phase plane vector,
data points (for example data point 2, fig 3) will be accepted
relative to the current linear fit, but may appear to be outside
specification constraints when reviewing the entire time series.

3) Review of study session data: In all treatment studies,
the first three cuff measurements at the start of treatment and
taken approx. 5-minutes apart are accepted as they form the
foundation of the development of the phase vector’s trajectory
and are the minimum number of measurements necessary
to calculate a least squares fit. If, however this produces a
negative gradient, the algorithm accepts two of the points
which together give a positive gradient. In the study session
presented here, 13 arm cuff measurements were taken over
a 3.9 hour treatment period. Of the 13 measurements taken,
measurements |4 5 10 11| were recommended for exclusion
by the algorithm. Data points |4 5| on the basis of −ve
gradient, data points |10 11| on the basis of large residual from
linear fit. Consequently the phase vectors displayed in fig 7
represent a time-series of accepted points |6 7 8 9 12 13|.
Points|1 2 3| are incorporated with point 6. We can now move
from the pressure-domain to the time-domain shown for this
patient’s session in fig 8. Shown in the graph are SBP cuff
measurement data points separated into accepted and excluded
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associated with patient session depicted in fig 3, calculated in real-time
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measurements. Continuously measured arterial line pressure,
and estimated continuous SBP are also shown. Continuous
SBP calculations [14], [15] are updated only by accepted SBP
cuff measurements.

Data points |1 2 3| taken at 5-minute intervals form the foun-
dational basis of the phase plane model and initial calibration
of the SBP estimator. New SBP cuff data points |4 5| present
falls of 9mmHg and a further 2mmHg and subsequently an
increase of 30mmHg to SBP cuff data point 6, none of which
correlates with proportional rises or falls in arterial BP. The
expert system recommends the exclusion of data points |4 5|,
no estimator calibration takes place, and we can assess the
quality of the exclusion by comparing the estimated systolic
pressure (based upon the update at data point 3) at data point 6,
with the actual measured cuff SBP at the same datapoint. The
predictor blood pressure was shown to rise prior to the cuff
measure, which then came in with a small error (6.6mmHg).
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Fig. 8. Representative dialysis session data, showing arterial line pres-
sure measurement, SBP real-time estimation, accepted and excluded
SBP arm cuff measurements

This suggests that the estimator was correct in disregarding the
two previous cuff measurements. Subsequent accepted SBP
cuff measurements |7 8 9| were associated with estimation
errors of 3.9, 1.41, 1.2 mmHg respectively. The expert
system recommended the exclusion of data points |10 11|
which represented a drop of 15mmHg from data point 9
and a subsequent rapid rise of 30mmHg. The model from
data point 9 was not updated, and consequently estimation
errors at points |12 13| were 6.0, 0 mmHg respectively. The
continuous SBP estimation errors are shown in table I and are
based upon the exclusion of cuff measurements |4 5 10 11| as
previously described, resulting in a mean estimation error of
4.24mmHg.

TABLE I
SBP CONTINUOUS ESTIMATE (mmHg). MEAN ERROR 4.24, MAX

ERROR 6.8, MIN ERROR 0

Measurement Cuff SBP Estimate Error
1 129 135 6
2 125 131.3 6.3
3 132 138.8 6.8
4 n/a n/a n/a
5 n/a n/a n/a
6 151 144.4 6.6
7 139 142.9 3.9
8 140 138.59 1.41
9 131 132.2 1.2

10 n/a n/a n/a
11 n/a n/a n/a
12 132 138 6
13 137 137 0

4) Discussion: In a healthcare setting, accurate BP is relied
on to identify clinical deterioration and guide goal-oriented
treatment. Additionally, non-invasive continuous BP estima-
tors can self-calibrate with arm cuff SBP measurements during
treatment gaining estimation robustness against physiological

changes during dialysis [14]–[17]. Finally, emerging applica-
tions of AI to the important goal of accurately predicting in
real-time both hypo- and hyper- tension will benefit immensely
from accurate and reliable SBP measurements [18], [19] Re-
garding the errors observed between estimated and measured
SBP when accepted cuff measurements are taken, as derived
earlier in this paper, (4), we can express the relationship
between estimated continuous SBP and areterial line pressure
at the previous measurement point as;

Pb(t0) = P2(t0) + C
′

(t0), (6)

where Pb(t0) represents estimated SBP cuff, P2(t0) is arterial
line pressure, and C

′

(t0) is the system transfer model, all
at t0 the previous SBP cuff measurement event and forms
the continuous SBP estimator until time tn. Similarly, we
can express the relationship between measured cuff SBP and
arterial line pressure at the current measurement event as

Pb(tn) = P2(tn) + C
′

(tn), (7)

where tn the time of the current SBP cuff measurement event.
If we assume that time t0 precedes tn by a time period which
is an order of magnitude smaller than the fastest time constant
to be experienced in the system (i.e. (120bpm = 0.5s/10 =
0.05s), we can assume

Pb(t0) = Pb(tn), (8)

is valid (as assumed in Tables (I,II). Hence,

P2(tn) = P2(t0) + (C
′

(t0) − C
′

(tn)). (9)

Representing (C
′

(t0) − C
′

(tn)) by δC and substituting into eq
(7) yields the expression

Pb(tn) = P2(t0) + C
′

(tn) + δC. (10)

Thus, the prediction error between the predictor based upon
the last system model and the updated model obtained when
the new arm cuff measurement is obtained is directly related to
the difference between the current system model and the model
obtained at the last arm cuff measurement. The results shown
in Tables (I,II) are subsequent to the exclusion of SBP cuff
measurements which are categorised as outliers. The results
shown for a patient session in Table (I) have a maximum
error of 6.8mmHg which are associated with changes in
physiology between model updates at SBP cuff measurements.
The excluded measurements would contribute a mean error
of 16.71mmHg and max error 19.4mmHg, and hence the
exclusion decisions taken by the expert system are valid. It is
worth noting that we can assume that model error is closely
associated to arm cuff measurement frequency which is, in
practical terms, closely associated with, and limited by, the
patient experience

III. RESULTS

The system was run in real time during 12, typically 4-hour
patient dialysis sessions, giving overall estimation performance
of 6.125mmHg mean error, 13.29mmHg mean maximum
error and 0.844mmHg mean minimum error across all the
SBP cuff measurements in the entire study. Performance data
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TABLE II
OBSERVATIONAL STUDY OF 12 PATIENT TREATMENT SESSIONS: SBP

PREDICTION ESTIMATE (mmHg).

Session Mean Error Max Error Min Error
1 7.75 10.2 2
2 2.38 3.6 0.4
3 9.67 21 0.94
4 6.04 10.13 3.67
5 5.37 15.8 0
6 5.013 15.81 0.04
7 8.56 19 1
8 8.45 17.7 0
9 4.24 6.8 0

10 3.84 8.8 0.32
11 7.06 13.92 0.762
12 5.126 16.75 1

for individual sessions in the study is given in table II. It is
worth noting that this performance is delivered by an expert
system based around a very small number of rules, and there
still exist opportunity to deal with ’edge case’ measurements
with a more complex set of rules, which will be developed in
further work and observational studies.

Fig 9 shows the time domain data from observational study
no.8, consisting of 14 SBP cuff measurements taken over a
4.2-hour treatment session. It is likely that cuff measurement
4 would have been identified as unreliable without decision
support, as it is such a large drop in SBP between readings, and
also was identified correctly by the algorithm. Also possible
would have been the identification of measurement 11 as
being potentially unreliable due to the sudden large rise in
BP after a steady downward trend. In this case, the expert
system correctly associates the rise in SBP cuff with a rise
in arterial pressure, and accepts the reading. Measurement
12 might possibly have been accepted, but in this case the
expert system correctly identifies that arterial line pressure
has dropped since the previous reading, and correctly suggests
’exclude’ for data point 12.

Fig. 9. Representative time domain data from patient study session 8.

IV. CONCLUSION

When SBP cuff measurements are taken during a dialy-
sis treatment session, the staff member conducting the data

collection will often apply ad-hoc rules to sort valid from
non valid measurement. In the case of perceived unreliability
in the measurements, extra measurements may be taken, and
some method of averaging may be applied. In order to develop
reliable SBP prediction, reliable SBP cuff measurements and
preferably reliable continuous SBP estimates are critical. The
methodology presented here identifies and separates reliable
from unreliable data. In this application area, the unreliable
measurements are not necessarily ’wrong’, but may represent
disturbances which have been outlined in a variety of sys-
tematic reviews of SBP cuff reliability. There are important
observations to be made regarding the effectiveness of the
approach presented here. Firstly, in the treatment example
session (fig 8) examined in this paper 13 measurement points is
an extremely sparse set of data upon which to base decisions.
Furthermore, this data set is only available in full at the end
of the session, so decision making is based upon the existing
measurements which can be as few as 3. It’s relatively simple
(sometimes) to look back at the entire time series of data
and pick out obvious candidates for exclusion. However, in
real-time, when arm cuff measurements [4 5] are taken, it is
difficult to judge whether they indicate a trend, or are in fact
not reliable indicators of the underlying patient SBP. Similarly
for data points [10, 11]. The Expert System presented in this
paper is based around physical models and statistics, and hence
delivers justifiable, standardised output. There is no suggestion
at the moment that the methodology provide anything more
than decision support, but it does represent a valuable tool for
dialysis unit staff. The method has the potential to improve the
accuracy of BP predictor algorithms and hence more reliable
identification and intervention before the onset of hypotension,
which will be the subject of future work.

PATIENT STUDY

TABLE III
PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS

Variable (n=8)
Age (years) 75 (IQR 52 to 82)

Male [n (%)] 5 (63)
White ethnicity [n (%)] 6 (75)

Diabetes [n (%)] 4 (50)
Heart disease [n (%)] 1 (13)

Dialysis vintage (months) 75.5 (30 to 102)
Fistula blood flow assessment (QA) 620 (343 to 936)

Vascular access type
Brachiocephalic arteriovenous fistula [n (%)] 5 (63)
Radiocephalic arteriovenous fistula [n (%)] 3 (37)

Needle gauge
2x14g [n (%)] 6 (75)
2x15g [n (%)] 2 (25)
Urea (mmol/L) 18.9 (15.1 to 25.2)

Creatinine (µmol/L) 753 (544 to 903)
Potassium (mmol/L) 5.0 (4.6 to 5.6)
Phosphate (mmol/L) 1.33 (1.16 to 1.69)

Albumin (g/L) 33 (30 to 34)
Haemoglobin (g/L) 123 (113 to 126)

Post-dialysis weight (kg) 71.8 (53.0 to 88.3)
Body mass index (kg/m2) 24.2 (22.0 to 27.4)
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